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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
For assembly of the luminaire; 
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1. A protective chamber is placed in the slot that was opened for the 
luminaire.
2. Cables that come from underground and the cables go to luminaire 
are connected to each other with a connector as shown in the figure. It 
is highly important that the cables that have the same color must 
be joined together. ( 2.1. Junction Box, 2.2. LED Driver Box )
3. After the cable connections were done, inside of the junction box 
must be filled with epoxy such a way that it should not block to fit the 
cap of the junction box. While filling the epoxy, all of the 
electrical components must be surrounded with epoxy. It should be 
ensured that the epoxy sealant freeze completely after it was poured
4. After the Epoxy sealant freeze completely, the cap of the junction 
box is screwed with 4 bolts to assemble.
5. The Junction Box and LED Driver Box are placed into the chamber.
6. The placement of the luminaire ;
6.1. The socket from the luminaire and socket from the LED Driver 
Box are connected to each other.
6.2. The screw sockets around the protective shield that encloses the 
luminaire and the screw sockets in the protective shield must
fit each other. Then, the luminaire is settled onto the protective shield. 
During the installation, it should be made sure that any electrical 
cables were not damaged.
6.3. The chambers are integrated using 4 screws.
7. Stabilization of the luminaire;
7.1. It is ensured that the protective chamber fits the bottom
without any gaps.
7.2. There should not be any difference in height between luminaire 
that fits the bottom without any gaps ground. Luminaire might be 
higher than the level of the ground or it might be lower than the level of 
the ground. This must be avoided.
7.3. The gaps around luminaire are carefully filled with soil. It is 
ensured that any movement of the luminaire was already prevented.
8. The luminaire is ready to use.
WARNINGS AND REMARKS FOR INSTALLATION AND 
MAINTENANCE

Safety Instructions

•The light source contained in this luminaire shall only be replaced by 
the manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified person.

• Always switch off the power before installation, maintenance or 
repair activities.

•The manufacturer is then discharged from liability when damage is 
caused by improper use or installation.
•If any luminaire is subsequently modified, the persons responsible for 
the modification shall be considered as the manufacturer

•To reduce the risk of death, personal injury or propertydamage from 
fire, electric shock, falling parts,
cuts, abrasions, and other hazards, please read allwarnings and 
instructions included with the
luminaire, on the luminaire’s packaging and affixed to theluminaire 
itself.
Installation
•LEDs are high-quality electronic components! Pleaseavoid 
contacting the light output opening of the
LED directly during installation or relamping.
IMPORTANT
•To ensure a secure connection, the luminaire housingmust be 
positioned precisely in relation to the
mounting plate.
Cleaning and Maintenance
•Clean luminaire regularly with solvent-free cleaners from dirt. 
Please do not clean the
luminaire with using high-pressure liquids.
Replacing the LED module
•The designation of the LED module is noted on a labelin the 
luminaire.
•The light color and light output of HEPER replacementmodules 
correspond to those of the
modules originally fitted. The module can be replaced byqualified 
persons using standard tools.
•Disconnect the electrical installation.
•Open the luminaire.
•Please follow the installation instructions for the LED module.
•Close the luminaire.

* EYE SAFETY WARNING
This luminaire is classified under “EXEMPT GROUP” 
according to photobiological safety standard IEC/EN 
62471. NO RISK for the operators and end-users.




